Alan Muller
Tides: Paintings and Drawings of Derbarl Yerrigan
Swan River
“Rivers are life. These paintings and drawings re-imagine the physical, historic and spiritual heart of Perth - Derbarl Yerrigan
Swan River as the river and land of the Whadjuk Nyoongar people, before the foundation of Perth and English settlement in
1829.” Alan Muller, 2019
Artist talk 2.30 pm Saturday 5th May 2019, Linton & Kay Galleries, Mandoon Estate, 10 Harris Road, Caversham 6155

Upper Swan after Garling 1827

Acrylic on canvas 2019, 90 x 150 cm
Based on a combination of two historic views painted on location by Frederick Garling in 1827, the work is of late summer
with one side of the river as embankment and the other as flood plain. Rainfall in the past was much higher than it is now
so there was a distinct seasonal enlargement of the river in winter and contraction during summer.

Crossing the River at Matagarup after Garling 1827
Acrylic on canvas 2019, 50 x 100 cm

Derbarl Yerrigan Swan River at East Perth is where a lot of change has occurred since English settlement in 1829. The series
of small islands depicted here were dredged and a single Heirisson Island created by expanding one of the existing islands.
A part of the river to the left was filled in. This section of the river had shallow waters that enabled the Whadjuk people to
cross the river in knee and waist deep water. It was the main place that the river was crossed by the Whadjuk people.
Today it is the site of the Causeway.

Smoke Haze over the Coastal Plain after Garling 1827
Acrylic on canvas 2019, 40 x 170 cm

A western view from the foothills of Moorda (Darling Range) over the coastal plain. It is late summer when the areas of
open grassland were burnt to regenerate the land so fresh grasses after the first winter rains would attract animals for
hunting. The Whadjuk people were highly skilled land managers and shaped the landscape so that it brimmed with wildlife
for an abundant food supply. Forests alternated with areas of open grassland that enabled ease of movement over country.
The coastal plain was a vast estate that was skillfully managed over thousands of years.

Harvest

Graphite on Arches Paper 2015, 28 x 42cm
‘Every bush as well as every sheet of water supplies their commissariat. Their rivers abound with fish, and their forests with
game. Their time is therefore entirely spent in moving from place to place, as hunting and fishing may require; or in playing
and receiving visits from the neighbouring tribes’. Robert Menli Lyon describing the Whadjuk Nyoongar People in the Perth
Gazette, March 1833

The Great Whadjuk Estate II – two southern views after Garling 1827
Graphite on Arches Paper 2015, 58 x 154 cm

Left: a southern view of the East Perth area where Heirisson Island is now.
Right: a southern view over Mooro Katta (Kings Park) and Byerbrup Ridge where the city of Perth is today.
On the expedition of 1827 E. W. Landor, an English explorer wrote
'whole country of the middle and upper Swan resembles a vast English park'.
The lower Swan River had 'stripes of good forest land' (Stirling, 1827) that became grasslands with less trees closer to
Moorda (Darling Range). It was a managed landscape of great beauty that was shaped over thousands of years by the
Whadjuk people.

Nirimba Beelier (Pelican, River)

Graphite on Arches Paper 2015, 38 x 55 cm
On the 1827 Swan River expedition James Stirling wrote:
‘The quantity of black swans, pelicans, ducks, and aquatic birds seen on the river was truly astonishing. Without any
exaggeration, I have seen a number of black swans which could not be estimated at less than 500 rise at once ...’
In 1833 Eliza Shaw, an English settler wrote:
‘Curiosities: I have none to send you at this time, nor have any here been able to rear the Black Swan or indeed the
Kangaroo. Animals and birds have become extremely scarce.’

